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Abstract
With reference to the global emigration of South Africans (South African diaspora), this
thesis explores themes of displacement, identity and cultural belonging. The hybrid
figurine of a modified hula doll, adapted specifically from tourist memorabilia is used
as a key motif in my investigation of narratives of portability and the portability of
identity in particular. My research relies on a mix of puppet and collage typology, and
the manipulation of miniatures and scale that emphasize spatial experiences. Hula dolls
and a plastic Kewpie Doll, directly referencing Ray Lawler’s Summer of the
Seventeenth Doll, are recurring motifs. These figurines act as metaphors for implied
journeys, displacement and transformation. I work with a wide range of materials and
mixed mediums to construct imagined worlds, in which I choreograph light, handcrafted
stencils and kinetic objects. I aim to reconcile my use of these contrived or synthetic
constructions and assembled collages through the amplification of their artifice within
my videos and photographs. Working within the established range of methodologies
associated with practice-based research, I draw particularly on phenomenology as lived
experience, and utilize the phenomenological perspective of Merleau-Ponty. The aim of
the studio investigation is to add to an understanding of the experience of South
Africans living in Australia and perhaps the broader narrative and other mechanisms of
displacement and construction of identity.
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1. Introduction
“I have said that it is a quality, not a defect, of the photoplays that while the actors tend
to become types and hieroglyphics and dolls, on the other hand, dolls and hieroglyphics
and mechanisms tend to become human.”
- Vachel Lindsay (1916, 133)

This exegesis explores themes of displacement and cultural belonging with reference to
the South African diaspora. The investigation uses the hybrid figurine of a modified
hula doll as a central motif and locus in examining the development of narratives of
portability, and the portability of identity in particular. The hula doll motif appears in
intimate miniature sets, often with constructed kinetic objects which also become the
source for photographs with videos. The use of modified hula dolls within these
constructions, as well as by extension, kewpie dolls, is inspired by dashboard dolls, the
universal craft of corn doll-making, South African ‘mielie ladies’ and Ray Lawler’s
1955 Summer of the Seventeenth Doll. My modified ‘mielie ladies’ function as hybrid
talismans that act as metaphors for journeys, appropriation, assimilation, disruption and
transformation. I aim to investigate these tropes of portability, that lead my research
from car dashboard videos to intimate video projections and large-scale photographs.
Collecting a wide range of predominantly domestic objects and materials to use in
constructions and assemblages forms an important part of my method. Linking with
André Breton’s tendency to “think through his own objects” (Conley 2017, 265), I work
with the juxtaposition of figurines, motorised objects and constructed assemblages in a
process of discovery, in order to investigate how identity is constructed, with particular
reference to narratives of portability. Paper stencils, music-boxes, toy ballerinas, doilies,
gold, satin and sand are recurrent objects, threaded together in cycles of attachment and
separation to be photographed or filmed. Keeping the hula-doll beings as a core
component, I include a variety of materials and motifs to find new ways to explore my
experiences as a South African living in Brisbane. I echo Breton’s response to an
exhibition of Oceanic objects from 1948, that “I often need to come back to them...to
watch them as I am waking up, to take them in my hands, to talk to them, to escort them
back to their place of origin so as to reconcile myself to where I am” (Conley 2017,
266).

1.1. Background
The multiple cultural references in the work and the development of the research is
directly influenced by my background experience of living across cultures. Conceptual
frameworks of transculturalism, as mentioned by theorists Banerjee and German
1

(2010),1 provide a background context for my chequered history and current practice
that emphasises portable worlds. Zimbabwean-born, I emigrated to South Africa in the
1980s, at the beginning of Robert Mugabe’s rise to power. I spent time in London in the
early 2000s, moved to Melbourne in 2008, and settled in Brisbane in 2015. The
physical, temporal and political crossing of many borders informs my practice and
places me directly within the growth of the Southern African diaspora and the voluntary
migratory phenomenon highlighted in researchers Louw and Mersham’s article as
“Packing for Perth” (2001).2 Written in 2001, this paper is dated and does not cover the
wave of migrants up to 2019, post-Nelson Mandela, and under the current rule of Cyril
Ramaphosa. However, the authors do provide the historical context for the first five
waves of migrations of South Africans to Australia, which is directly relevant to my
personal history and context of migration and is therefore useful for establishing a link
between South Africans and Queensland, and between myself and Brisbane.3 It is from
this basis that I investigate portability, and in doing so, aim to add to the diversity of
experiences of Southern Africans in Brisbane and more widely in Australia.4 These
changing political events form a background to my voluntary migration, yet while the
content of my constructed photographs, videos and box works reference this broad base,
they connect more to an interior personal history and experience than to world politics.
This parallels the way that the Quay Brothers constructions or Joseph Cornell’s boxes
transcend a certain worldliness through their “decidedly otherworldly quality” (Conley
2017, 273).5
Having grown up with influences from African Art as well as Western art history, this
continues to filter my selection of materials and crafted figurines, as well as references
to portability, points of exchange, souvenirs and tourist art. In alignment with the
Brothers Quay, as well as Zimbabwean born South African, Dan Halter for example
(Halter 2019), I employ the visual strategies and language of both areas within my
practice. The choice of ubiquitous materials and the motif of a modified hula doll,
1

Banerjee and German reference the terms acculturation, deculturalisation and neoculturalisation as guiding concepts in order to bracket discussions around transculturalism. This
provides a useful backdrop to place my position from both a social science and visual art
viewpoint, as a Southern African migrant voluntarily assimilated into a new culture.
2
At a similar time, the late Okwui Enwezor was Artistic Director of the seminal 2nd
Johannesburg Biennale, 1997, entitled Trade Routes: History and Geography. The theme
included global traffic in culture, globalisation and migration.
3
The authors have looked at the patterns of post-apartheid migration and the popularity of
Australia as a destination for “a better life” for South African migrants from the 1950s up to
2001 (Louw and Mersham 2001, 306). For the record, Zimbabweans born in former Rhodesia,
such as myself, have been statistically amalgamated into one of the South African subgroups,
alongside South African Indians, coloureds and Afrikaners (Louw and Mersham 2001, 308).
4
The interrogation of “what is south?” continues to be discussed and documented by theorists
such as Nikos Papastergiadis, for instance the South Project events, exhibitions and publications
(held up to 2013): see Mapping South (Gardner 2013).
5
My use of figurines and constructed settings links the “ ‘notion of an interior,’ and the trope of
an inner world peopled or occupied by animistic objects that we cannot experience in the
phenomenal world”, as highlighted by Buchan’s discussion of the Quay Brothers’ (Buchan
2011, 46).
2

extended to recurring doily shaped references, link craft, curios and elements of their
artifice. I extend this influence through the use of tourist souvenirs - or at least the
elements of their construction. In doing so, I also acknowledge the resurgence of
‘primitivism’ in contemporary art (Michael 2013).
My referencing of tourist art, which in turn, references objects that have been removed
from their original context, also aligns with discussion on displacement and
decontextualisation within the framework of the ‘postcolonial exotic’, as outlined by
Graham Huggan (2001) and discussed further by Bernadette Van Haute (2008). In a
similar way to the structures and strategies of tourist art objects, often described in
derogatory terms as ‘airport art’, my use of ‘poor images’, souvenir-selves and copies of
copies, references art objects in both transit and transition. They are images that, like
‘original’ hula dolls, are circulated as commodities, or gifts (Steyerl 2009, 1), and find
parallels with Roo’s repeated gifting of a kewpie doll to Olive in “the Doll”, and the
play’s search for “authentic cultural identity” (Cousins and O'Regan 1987).
In an exploration of the physical and spatial qualities of journeys and portability within
a broader context, I focus on ways of juxtaposing figurines and movement and consider
the historical input from artists who foreground figurines, portmanteau puppetry,
materiality and gesture in their practice. With reference to George W. Rickey’s writing
on The Morphology of Movement, (1963), and of Paul Klee’s drawings from his
Pedagogical sketchbook (Klee 1968), I consider the work of the Brothers Quay,
William Kentridge and Joseph Cornell, and have traced a link back to Lygia Pape and
the Clark-Pape-Oiticica legacy (Brett 2002, Osorio 2006). While not always exclusive
and linear, I subsequently follow this chain of influence to contemporary artists who reinterpret these innovations and have positioned myself within this body of knowledge as
a starting point.
I use a phenomenological methodology, but as Rivera says of the Neo-Concrete
experience, not “as a matter of adopting a well-defined theoretical position (that of
Merleau-Ponty, for example) to guide artistic production” (2012, 55), but within a
heuristic approach, as a consequence of experiments “with regards to the subject’s place
and its relation to the object” (Rivera 2012, 55, Osorio 2006, 575, Moustakas 1990). I
apply this approach throughout the development of my research.

1.2.

Main Chapter Outlines

Keeping in mind my investigation of narratives of portability, in Chapter Two, I
consider how the use of a modified hula doll is significant in the development of my
research and in terms of re-imagining portability. I discuss my early experiments and
how initially I used my car as a portable studio and filmed dashboard dolls for video
works and objects of projection. Driving initiated my phenomenological experiments
aimed at investigating portability, with the use of my car and mobile phone as portable
3

studio devices to literally film circulation, motion and travel, with the windscreen
functioning as both frame and portable screen. I worked with the spontaneity of motion
from various experiments including the jet-stream of air on the windshield and soap
from a car wash. Notably, I introduced video as a key component in my practice at this
point, moving away from painting and drawing. In doing so, I acknowledge the
significance of working with moving images and light as central to my editing
techniques.
In the second part of Chapter Two, I examine more closely my use of dashboard hula
dolls and other figurines as a core motif, developed from the car dashboard experiments.
With a link to voluntary migration, souvenirs, car gadgets and selfies, I investigate the
significance of figurines as symbolically invested ‘things’ or actants within my practice,
inspired by personal and collective fetishes and supported by a host of background
references (Martin 2005, Latour 1993). The construction of dolls in this research
suggests the influence of Hans Bellmer’s La Poupée of 1936, however I have distanced
myself from his erotic approach and sexualisation of the female as a fetish object (Brink
2007, Richards 2007), to focus my investigation on the portability of identity and
cultural belonging. As mentioned previously, these crafted objects are modified
versions of my ‘self’ derived from dashboard hula dolls as well as corn dolls, and
directly reference South African ‘mielie ladies’.6
I will consider how the influence of these figures is pivotal to my choice of materials on
both a visual and visceral level, and how elements of this synecdochical figure have
influenced my visual language and motifs of portability used throughout my practice.
Vachel Lindsay speaks of the use of objects in photo-plays that become significant
hieroglyphics that define emotion, aspects of character or convey crucial narrative
information through the objects (Pomerance and Palmer 2016, 25). Like the dolls in
Lawler’s 1955 play, or further back, the significance of the doll’s clothes within the plot
of Cecile B. De Mille’s 1917 silent film, The Romance of the Redwoods, (Pomerance
and Palmer 2016, 26) 7 the figurines function as central hieroglyphics to the narrative.
The earlier music-box inspired works literally include images of figurines manipulated
and reworked to explore new narratives. These mechanisms are extended into a range of
‘significant hieroglyphics’ in the later reconstructed doily mirror video projections and
Perspex peristaltic work. I will consider the extent to which these figurines take on a life
of their own (Pomerance and Palmer 2016, 26) while simultaneously objectifying my
experiences such as displacement and travel.
The distinct sounds of mielie ladies selling fresh corn and their haunting call for “mielies!”
while walking the suburban streets of Johannesburg (predominantly in the 1990s) is embodied
in the sensory experience of many South Africans, and is in part an inspiration for my visual
language.
7
See also: “Silent Feature: A Romance of the Redwoods.” Cecil B. De Mille Foundation. 2016.
https://www.cecilbdemille.com/portfolio-item/a-romance-of-the-redwoods/ (accessed October,
2018). While this film is not a seminal work, the use of doll’s clothes as objects of intervention
masqueraded as baby clothes are key to the construction of the narrative. This links to my use of
similar objects, highlights elements of trickery, portability of identity and the amplification of
artifice. Further references to the gold rush era relates broadly to my background context.
6

4

In Chapter Three, I focus on the middle body of works and the development of
strategies of motorised intervention that include experiments with materials, motion and
puppet-like gestures from motorised inanimate objects. The first of these experiments
includes the manipulation of embedded paper figurines within sand animation, which
leads significantly, to the attaching of stencils to motors. Continuing a trajectory of
investigating ways of choreographing these figurines with motion, light and found
materials, and extending my experiments to constructed environments, I filmed the
manipulation of figures being pulled through sand, or threaded into a music-box. In
such instances the personality and ‘vitalist affinities’ of the animated material takes
precedence over the gesture of the artist’s hand (Buchan 2011). This step
simultaneously references yet removes the self, and this distancing and doubling pushes
me towards the development of objects for projection.
Taking inspiration from the dashboard videos, I produced a series of photographs and
videos using a music-box and miniature ballerina as a site for combining and
transforming hula figurines, as metaphors for displacement and portability. Again, like
Breton, it is through the intervention of my third-party paper stencil beings with the
objects and materials they encounter, that I was able to experiment with ways of
creating narratives of portability by playing with the juxtaposition of the “subject’s
place in relation to the object” (Rivera 2012, 55, Osorio 2006, 575, Moustakas 1990). In
parallel with methods used by the Brothers Quay, I work with tensions of “spatial
uncertainty, disruptions of the miniature and small scale to grand scale” (Buchan 2011,
259).8
In alignment with South African artist Chris Soal (2018), I became interested in the
moments when action is applied to materials, in order to create new ways of looking
and experiencing portability. This is simply explained by George Rickey as the intrinsic
movement of a gramophone record or airplane in flight, without which the object would
be something else (1963, 224). Soal does not work with motion to reveal or conceal
material, but he does focus on points of contact in which he suggests this is where
aesthetic judgement resides - “in the world of things, not merely in concepts, emerging
as the result of physical experience” (2018). For contemporary artists such as Soal,
following the lineage of Lygia Pape, the viewer is integral and foremost in mind as the
artist engages with the materials and where the material begins to transcend itself.
Part of this engagement with materials includes my obsession with threading and
spinning, where figurines rely on the action of motors and marionette-like strings to be
bound and woven together. I take inspiration from the silkworm dance, Bombyx Mori,9
8

The culmination of these investigations is my assessment exhibition Graft: embodiments of
displacement, which presents the juxtaposition of large-scale photographic works with intimate
objects for projection.
9
Performed by The Inbal Pinto and Avshalom Pollak Dance Company. Eshel, Ruth. ‘Spinning
thread into gold.’ Haaretz. Feb 20, 2012. https://www.haaretz.com/1.5187491 (accessed
October, 2018). See further: http://www.avshalompollak.com/ and
http://www.inbalpinto.com/works/.
5

with its threaded movement and transformative swirling fabrics. These actions are
referenced strongly in my practice and evident in the large-scale photographic works
and objects for projection. Working with the properties of thread is a tactile experience
that highlights actions of crafting, grafting, restricting, suspending and letting go.
Throughout this Chapter, I also examine my focus on handcrafted processes within a
digital practice and highlight my sub-question - how handcrafted materials actively
participate in the contemporary experience of displacement in a predominantly digital
world. In this regard, I recognise the theories of Hito Steyerl (among others) who pays
homage to multiple copies within technology and “the poor image” (2009, 1). Steyerl
argues in defence of the ‘wretched of the screen’ and the ‘poor image’, one that is
produced and circulated using mobile phones, home computers and a variety of forms
of distribution (Steyerl 2009). Linking souvenirs, selfies and iphone imagery, “Poor
images are dragged around the globe as commodities or their effigies, as gifts or as
bounty” (Steyerl 2009, 1). Steyerl notes that low-res images with a lack of resolution
attests to their appropriation and displacement (2009, 1).10 It is this link that I pursue, in
terms of my process and methodology of investigating the portability of identity. There
are parallels between the idea of copies in motion and my own journey that highlight the
multiple identities of migrants and experiences of portability that hint at methods of
translation and transposition. My modified ‘mielie ladies’ are hand-crafted paper
versions of myself that are, to quote Steyerl, “illicit fifth-generation bastard[s] of an
original image” (2009, 1).
In Chapter Four I look at the final iterations of my research in developing narratives of
portability, and more specifically, focus on the significance of my video installations
and objects for projection. I extend the strategies used in manipulating the music-box
figurines and motorised sand animation cut-outs to develop a series of rutile box works
and objects for projection. Evoking Breton again, it is through the figurines, that I focus
on finding ways to explore embodiments of displacement. These phenomenological
experiments take the form of a graft. The experience of migration, displacement and
transformation aligns itself with the notion of a graft, as in transplanted living tissue
(Graft 2019). With reference to the artistic output of Gary Hill, Nathan Gray and Robert
Morris, as part of my investigation of spatial encounters and displaced forms, I
recognise mirrors and actions of mirroring as part of these embodiments of
displacement within my practice. I explore my strategies of the grafting actions of
doubling and the construction of “objects of their own making” (Gray 2014, 15-16)
within my constructed photographs and video projections.
The floor works Infinity Hold and Space Pool [figures 4.19-4.30], discussed in detail in
Chapter Four, are iterative translations of these grafting actions. They are inspired by
10

Written in 2009, it is necessary to acknowledge that in 2019, the images on tablets and phone
screens while portable, are very high-quality in terms of resolution. However, I reference
Steyerl in regards to her writing on ‘the poor image’ and its relation to the use of paper cut-outs
and handcrafted digital techniques in my practice, that reference souvenirs and portability.
6

the range of dashboard experiences, and culminate in intimate and immersive
projection-based works. In recognition of the power of modified dashboard figurines
and kewpie dolls to act as metaphors for home, childhood memories, displacement and
transformation I reconstruct elements of the figurines, such as doilies. The lace skirts of
the kewpie dolls in Lawler’s “the Doll” (1978) are suggestive of doilies, and this
configuration is extended to provide shapes for projecting and reflecting video. In line
with Lygia Pape, I investigate the extent to which participation of the viewer is crucial
to complete each work, to “carry the artwork beyond the object and towards the body”
(Osorio 2006, 577). I further aim to add to broader investigations of the portability of
identity, and by extension, add to the diversity of narratives of South Africans living in
Brisbane.11

2. Reimagining Portability
“Everything that touches human life is surrounded by a penumbra of associations,
memories, echoes and correspondences that extend far into the unknown.”
- Philip Pullman (2018)

In my early research, I used my car as a mobile studio, and in doing so, established the
use of a modified dashboard hula doll as a key feature in the development of my
practice. Phenomenological methods of driving and filming lead to further exploration
of experiments using video, installation and the culmination of large-scale photographs.
Buchan observes regarding the works of the Quay Brothers, that “the two ends of the
circular world are vitalist at the one end, phenomenal at the other” (Buchan 2011, 105).
Keeping in mind the core investigation of narratives of portability, and building on
these two notions, in the construction of figurines for filming on the dashboard, I imbue
inanimate objects with life-like qualities that amplify their artifice. In this Chapter, I
investigate how the use of a modified hula doll is a pertinent motif for reimagining
portability and significant in the development of this research.

11

Contemporary exhibitions and research on the links between Australia and Southern Africa
are ongoing in contemporary theory, and my research ties directly into this context. See for
example: Another Antipodes Inc. www.anotherantipodes.com; Papastergiadis, Nikos. ‘What is
South?’ South as a state of mind. 2011. http://southasastateofmind.com/south-remembers-southnikos-papastergiadis/ (accessed October, 2017).
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2.1. Car as Studio
“[Our] body extends into the things with which we are engaged - as if we were elastic
spheres stretching and contracting as our attention moves from one project and one
object to the next.”
- Kirsten Jacobson (Boscaljon 2013, 47)

Figure 2.1. Wes Stacey. The Road, 1974-75, type C print.
(Source: Edgar 2014)

The initial method I used for establishing ways for researching narratives of portability
was driving my car around Brisbane as a portable studio, filming my hybrid dashboard
hula-being. Ideas of ‘place’ and ‘identity’ were taken literally as a starting point, filming
various sites in real-time, following Gina Fairley’s ideas of ‘flow’.12 The car, defined by
movement, allowed for the first series of explorations concerning the relationships
between objects and motion, and to what extent I work with elements of artifice within
multilayered processes. To begin with, I worked with the effects of spontaneous
gestures generated by the vehicle or outside elements, such as water and soap from a
car-wash or figurines tied to the windscreen wipers, subjected to speed and wind-flow;
akin to William Kentridge’s notion of ‘fortuna’ (Sittenfeld 2001, 35).13 This process lies
between rationality and chance, life and non-life and again, between aspects of vitalism
and phenomenology (Buchan 2011). Kentridge describes this compositional style as one
that “relies on the process itself to create the unexpected” (Sittenfeld 2001, 36).
In relation to the car as a motorised object, whose parts are open to manipulation and recontextualisation, Gabriel Orozco’s modified Citroen, LA DS 1993 resonates, with its
12

To clarify, while driving my car and filming directly from the dashboard did not produce the
most successful series of works, these videos provided a key step in a valuable trajectory that
shifted the research focus from drawing and painting as ‘place’ focused studies to a more active
investigation of portability within a heuristic methodology, that aligned more critically to
concerns for opening up the possibilities of embodied experiences.
13
Kentridge’s use of ‘fortuna’ acknowledges the Roman goddess Fortuna, the goddess of
chance. “Fortuna”. Encylopaedia Britannica. https://www.britannica.com/topic/FortunaRoman-goddess (accessed October, 2018).
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sliced and reconstructed mobility that alters our expectation of the function and
movement of its mobile ‘thing-ness’. The action of a sparkplug for instance, holds
different meaning for drivers and passengers in Johannesburg to those in Brisbane, as
more a little object of violence used in window ‘smash-and-grabs’, than a car part. In
my use of the dashboard and dashboard dolls, imaginary aspects of the car combine
with its materiality - that which conveys its social, cultural and historical meaning
(Vaujany, Mitev, and Palgrave 2013, 163, Latour 1993).14
The dashboard, a so-called mobile ‘non-place’, after Augé, (Auge 1995, Merriman
2004) was the initial site for manipulating objects to highlight multiple configurations
of place, while paying attention to Bruno Latour’s “connecting up, assembling, centring
and distributing of all manner of things in space” (Hubbard, Kitchin, and Valentine
2004, 203).15 Further investigations of sites of portability included my filming of a
series of cut-paper figurines on various forms of public transport, from Brisbane to
London, via Singapore, in 2016. I used my car, and other forms of transport, to focus
attention on portability and circulation (Latour 1993), and echo the experience
suggested by Gaston Bachelard of a house that “transforms into a living manifestation
of the soul, a place suffused with dim light, where our daydreams and fantasies take
form” (Garage 2019).
The results of these initial investigations in my car, on the Brisbane bus-ways and inflight, were tested in the White Box Gallery, QCA, 2016; an outdoor screening of A
Portable Life, 2016 and the exhibition Drive, She Said, Project Gallery, 2016 which
included the video works Marcia and Me, and Flappers [figures 2.2-2.6]. In these
investigations, I explored large-scale projection, layers of video and animation, and the
introduction of sand animation which led to the development of “sand-as-screen” in my
videos.

14

These authors are investigating spatial design in workplaces and can be applied to that of cars.
Their thinking aligns with Bachelard, as well as Marc Augé and Bruno Latour and can further
be applied to a discussion of the behaviour of materials.
15
The reimagining of mobility, as discussed by Ann Brigham (2015) and Ronald Primeau
(1996) and popularised in America by writers such as Jack Kerouac’s 1957 On the Road (1972),
and the legendary Route 66 parallels long road trips in Australia and echoes my multiple
migrations. I acknowledge this link to my background synopsis, but my focus is not a discussion
of literary road narratives, nor a singular journey of migration. I interrogate the portability of
identity and place from a phenomenological perspective.
9

Figure 2.2. Installation view: Fiona West. Marcia and Me, 2016, Project Gallery.

Figure 2.3. Installation view: Fiona West. Marcia and Me, 2016, Project Gallery.
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Figure 2.4. Fiona West. Marcia and Me, 2016, digital video with sound, 3.45 min.
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Figure 2.5. Installation view: Fiona West. Flappers, 2016, Project Gallery.

Figure 2.6. Fiona West. Flappers, 2016, digital video with sound, 1.43 min.
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Figure 2.7. Outdoor screening: Fiona West. Drive, She Said from A Portable Life, 2016,
Griffith University.

Figure 2.8. Fiona West. Drive, She Said from A Portable Life, 2016, digital video with sound, 2.11 min.
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Figure 2.9. Outdoor screening: Fiona West. A Portable Life, 2016, Griffith University.

Figure 2.10. Outdoor screening: Fiona West. Sand experiments from A Portable Life, 2016,
Griffith University.
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Figure 2.11. Fiona West. Sand experiments from A Portable Life, 2016, digital video, 0.23 min.

Figure 2.12. Installation view: Fiona West. Drive, She Said, from A Portable Life, 2016,
Project Gallery (LHS); Fiona West. Bellyful (version one), 2016, Project Gallery (RHS).

15

The exhibition of dashboard videos and outdoor screenings consolidated the use of
video in my work, with its key components of light and the moving image. I decided,
however, in alignment with artist Daniel von Sturmer’s lo-fi videos in The Cinema
Complex, 2011,16 for example, not to aim for film-based cinematic works, but to use the
moving image or moving materials (water pumped in tubes) as a delicate layer within
objects. Following von Sturmer’s exploration of the spatial relationships presented
between object and video, I further align my experiments within a broader context. With
reference to Lygia Pape, Osorio notes that Pape’s contact with cinema “was to confirm
her interest in the relationships between image, light, movement and duration, which
became characteristic of the Neoconcrete period” (2006, 572).
Prompted by the often unexpected behaviour of the amalgamation of materials such as
rutile sand and light, this opened a path for the investigation of the interruption of the
surface as a key artistic strategy in my practice. Like the action of staring through a
moving car window, or into a wood-fire, by focusing on points of contact and the
possibilities of combining various materials and surfaces, I was looking to anchor the
gaze of viewers in my experiments, in an attempt to give some kind of sentience to
memories through real-time experiences and perhaps place a finger-hold on absence.

2.2. Mielie Lady as Synecdoche

Figure 2.13. Hula-beings, paper cut-outs.

Frost, Andrew. “Daniel von Sturmer.” Scanlines : Media Art in Australia since the 1960s.
2019. http://scanlines.net/person/daniel-von-sturmer (accessed October, 2018).
16
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Figure 2.14. A street vendor ‘mielie lady’ pushing her trolley in Johannesburg. (Source: Mason 2012)
Figure 2.15. Corn dolls, 2016, corn leaves and silk used as drawing props.

The ongoing news of land grabs in my birth home of Zimbabwe, along with its reported
food crisis inspired my use of straw-skirted hula dolls, and by extension, dancing musicbox ballerinas and kewpie dolls. The use of ‘mielie-meal’ or flour, doilies, gold straw
works and actions of threading developed directly from this reference. As one of the
repercussions of Mugabe’s land grabs after 1980, the inflation of the Zimbabwean
dollar to comical proportions, as well as severe drought, Zimbabwe is reported to be
facing critical food shortages (Marawanyika 2019). Recent political developments of
proposed land expropriation in South Africa, and the controversial response by
Australian Minister for Immigration and Border Control, Peter Dutton, for fast-tracking
visas for white South African farmers continues to foreground land issues and
highlights connections between South Africa and Australia.17 I observe these stories of
displacement (often stereotyped) from the distance of my host country.
As mentioned earlier, while the dynamics of changing politics certainly forms a
background to my practice, this investigation takes a more poetic than overtly political
focus. In a similar way to Zimbabwean born South African artist Dan Halter (2019), I
strive to remove my practice from sentimentality and journeys of migration, noting that
a journey seems to relate more to Deleuze’s sense of ‘becoming’ than Ponty’s ‘being’
(Diprose and Reynolds 2008, Voss 2013).18 In order to develop a new set of
negotiations and translations of the portability of identity, I am not searching for a
return to a ‘golden age’, but like Halter, work with distorted and displaced memories
within a phenomenological methodology. The modified mielie-lady motif is key to
evoking these memories and to visually articulate my experience of displacement.
Karp, Paul. “Australia considers fast-track visas for white South African farmers”. The
Guardian. 14 Mar, 2018. https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/mar/14/duttonconsiders-fast-track-visas-for-white-south-african-farmers, accessed: March 2019.
18
Latour’s actor-network theory is often linked to Deleuzes’ rhizomic model, which sits in
contrast to Merleau-Ponty’s writing, however, I am not aiming to resolve one against the other
in my research, but work with both theories where applicable to my practice.
17
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The significance of this archetypal female figure for South Africans, is captured in a
public sculpture entitled The Firewalker, 2009, by William Kentridge and Gerhard
Marx for the city of Johannesburg. This work acknowledges the women who walked
with burning braziers on their heads for business, cooking mielies (corn) as saleable
street food and to keep warm (Barstow and Law-Viljoen 2011), and echoes motifs of
circulation, memory and adversity.

Figure 2.16. William Kentridge and Gerhard Marx, The Firewalker,
2009, steel, 10m. (Source: Xekatwane 2017)

These influences, as well as Australian playwright Ray Lawler's seminal 1957
production Summer of the Seventeenth Doll, and anti-Barbie figure Feral Cheryl
inspired the inclusion of sand, gold threads, beads and doilies within my visual
language. Further afield, these link to the modification of objects such as the Ndebele
Barbie doll, housed in the Johannesburg Art Gallery collection (Becker 1998, 146). In
the following section in this Chapter, I will consider how these recurring motifs are used
to consciously foreground materials that in combination with moving images, can
“carry the artwork beyond the body” (Osorio 2006, 577).
The use of such references connects unsettling issues of enchantment and appropriation,
and highlights the experience of displacement. In paraphrasing Marianna Torgovnick,
Linda Michael states that “the idea of the ‘primitive’ becomes a place for artists to
project feelings about the future, handling, by displacement, the series of dislocations
that define our contemporary world” (Michael 2013, 21).19
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The use of a central female figure in the early videos echoes the cut-out reconfigurations of
the body and feminine identity by artists such as Sally Smart, as well as Mika Rottenberg's
central female characters and her parodies of femininity and fetish. The figurines in my research
are used however, to explore themes of circulation and portability (or lack of portability) as
opposed to a focus on feminist theory. I am aware of feminist theorists such as Rosi Braidotti
and her 2011 publication Nomadic Theory: The Portable Rosi Braidotti, however I am not
focusing on a feminist methodology at this point. I research experiences of portability from my
perspective as a woman, but have not focused on a desire to challenge gender inequalities,
power structures and multiple hierarchies, as outlined by researchers Caroline Ramazanoglu and
Janet Holland in their publication Feminist methodology: challenges and choices (2002). This is
not to say that my works cannot be included within research of multiple feminist approaches,
but I have concentrated my literature references on migration and cultural belonging.
18

Figure 2.17. Feral Cheryl. 20
Figure 2.18. Ndebele Barbie. Barbie doll dressed in traditional Ndebele costume. 31 cm. Johannesburg
Art Gallery.21
Figure 2.19. Book cover: Summer of the Seventeenth Doll, Ray Lawler, 1957.22

Figure 2.20. Installation view: Fiona West. Grounded, 2018, video projection with motorised doily, POP
Gallery.
Figure 2.21. Installation view: Fiona West. Grounded, 2018, video projection with motorised doily, POP
Gallery.

I produce handcrafted objects based on commercial tourist trinkets to evoke tensions
between artifice and authenticity. These trinkets are themselves hybrid objects produced
within a larger system of marketing structures and strategies (van Haute 2008). This is a
reversal of a scheme that references objects from ‘authentic’ traditional material
20

Source: http://www.feralcheryl.com.au/ (accessed August, 2016).
Source: Becker 1998, 146.
22
Source: http://www.wheelercentre.com/projects/texts-in-the-city-goes-digital/summer-of-theseventeenth-doll (accessed August, 2016).
21
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cultures for the purpose of developing trade that taps into an expectation of the ‘exotic’
(van Haute 2008, 23-24). In this investigation, hybrid novelty objects are used as a
source rather than a finished product, to visually articulate my ‘authentic experience’ of
portability. In doing so, I acknowledge how my cross-cultural souvenir-selves engage in
discussion of the resurgence of ‘primitivism’ in contemporary art.23
Sidney Littlefield Kasfir points out that the condition of displacement cannot be reduced
to just two issues - that of coercive migration and its reverse, the romantic impulse of
the Western exploration of the exotic, but includes a range of multiplicities (Kasfir
1999, 190). The context of my multiple migrations and cross-cultural connections is one
of these multiplicities. In terms of methods of using rudimentary handcrafted modified
hula doll ‘souvenirs’ as a central character, with links to a ‘mielie-lady’ who, in South
Africa, is a black female, it is necessary to acknowledge the discomfort of issues of
appropriation and the resurgence of ‘primitivism’ in contemporary art, as well as the
relevance of my research in this regard.
I am not aiming to focus discussion of what Susan Hiller described in the early 1990s as
the “legacy and debt” of ‘primitivism’ in Western art (Hiller 1991, 1),24 but I am aware
of the background context of this broad area, and the resurgence of contemporary
discussion around this topic, as highlighted in the 2013 exhibition Future Primitive,
Heide Museum of Art, Melbourne (Michael 2013). While a critique of primitivism is
not my research focus, my use of cross-cultural akubra-wearing ‘souvenir’ hula dolls
does intentionally engage this discussion.25
The aim in this Chapter is to consider my early investigations of the portability of
identity, and to galvanise the trajectory of the research. Key to these experiments was
the identification of how the use of a modified hula doll is significant in the
development of my research. Keeping in mind my investigation of narratives of
portability and methods used to amplify artifice, my handcrafted figurines, influenced
by universal images of corn dolls, dashboard hula dolls, tourist objects and personal
experiences of local ‘mielie ladies’, as actants (after Latour) and significant hieroglyphs
(after Lindsay) are pivotal to my choice of materials and processes and crucial to the
‘plot’ of my narratives.
23

The Future Primitive catalogue provides useful insights for the context in which I use a
modified hula doll, and where my research and practice may link to this broader area within
contemporary art (Michael 2013), such as the recognition of issues of cultural appropriation,
and my use of handcrafted objects and souvenirs. The exhibition includes artists such as Fiona
Hall, David Griggs and Daniel Boyd.
24
For further background on Primitivism, see authors such as Goldwater, R.1986, Primitivism
in modern art. Cambridge: Belknapp of Harvard University Press; Schildkrout, E & Keim, CA
(eds). 1998. The scramble for art in Central Africa. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press;
Vogel, S. 1998. ART/artifact. New York: Center for African Art.
25
To add to this discussion, Mimi Kirk writes about the blended influences of the hula dance:
Kirk, Mimi. “A Hip Tradition. The age-old art of hula is still moving and shaking”.
SmithsonianMag. July 31, 2007. https://www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/a-hip-tradition161029539/ (accessed May, 2018).
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The figurines and constructed settings developed from the car dashboard experiments,
are used to articulate my experiences within the South African diaspora, and more
specifically, Brisbane. Operating like souvenirs, and again referencing Breton, a key
concern is how we place ourselves through these objects (Stewart 1993). These
talismans become extensions of our intimate beings. Kentridge, in parallel to the
Brothers Quay, and in reflection on aspects of theatre and puppetry, notes that “...even
when you see the manipulators working with the puppets, even when the artifice is laid
bare, it does not stop you from giving the agency of the action over to these wooden,
inanimate puppets” (Sittenfeld 2001, 69).
The stencils underwent various transformations, copies of copies, that hint at their
original figurative presence, yet highlight morphed doubles. “Doubling offers another
disturbing and yet familiar set of personae in ways of telling the self; permutations of
inner and outer selves catalyse uncanny plots about identity” (Ravetz, Kettle, and Felcey
2013, 66). The accumulation of miniature versions of my ‘self’ is both an uncanny and
central aspect of my practice, and presents “an ever-growing corpus of revenants,
phantasms and doppelgängers, suspended in animation” (Ravetz, Kettle, and Felcey
2013, 66). With these elements in mind, and in consideration of the manipulation of
scale (Buchan 2011), the modified figurines are both whimsical and profound. They are
central to the overall investigation of narratives of portability and cultural belonging,
and are used to successfully highlight my persistent concern with issues of
displacement, transformation and assimilation within this research.

21

3. Motorised Intervention: moving towards objects for projection
“Their magic resides in their mobility, that is, in their capacity to travel, fly, or
transform themselves ....... Metamorphing creatures enact the very possibility of change;
their presence carries with it the traces of dangerous but also exciting and exhilarating
migrations.”
- Suzanne Buchan (2011, 123)

The experiments with movement, animation and paper figurines in the car-based videos,
led to an investigation into methods of animating various surfaces and sites to find ways
of representing portability, and the transportable nature of identity. In the investigation
of objects that create movement, attributes of a car, such as motors and liquid fuel lines,
defined by movement, are used to extend my methods of production within a Gaston
Bachelard-like framework. I discuss the effects of the hula dolls swapping the
windscreen for other sites such as music-boxes. In consideration of various iterations
initiated from driving, I introduced hand-held motors with attached figurines to
manipulate sand and other materials. In doing so, I opened up a range of strategies for
investigating displacement, in order to find visual equivalents for displacement, travel
and transformation.
In this Chapter, I focus on my intermediate body of research that relies strongly on the
material and the miniature, in reference to the Brother’s Quay (Buchan 2011, Morris
and Spiller 2018) and includes experiments with motorised figurines, sand animation
and music boxes. I will consider how this phase of research, initiated on a car
dashboard, led to a series of significant photographs and the construction of a video
installation where threaded figurines are played back onto a satin cloud. These
experiments pave the way for further experiments into the doubling effects of
portability, and the notable development of objects for projection. I intend to outline the
development of my practice from single video works and sand animation, through to
objects for projection. As the experiments rely strongly on handcrafted, tactile elements
within projection-based works, I will also consider how handcrafted methods are active
participants in the contemporary experience of displacement in a digital context.
With reference to early projection and animation techniques such as the ‘magic lantern’,
used in the mid-1600s to mid-1800s (Solomon 1989, 4-5), I use commonplace objects
such as music-boxes as a film sets, and choreograph doilies, thread and paper stencils
within these objects. In doing so I reference the history of developmental animation,
noted by author Paul Wells as animation that “harks back to traditional aspects of the
animated film but also seeks to embellish or reform these traditions with contemporary
approaches” (1998, 51). In seeking to use objects that reference childhood and
memories of home there is also a harking back to something unattainable, and as author
Susan Stewart notes in McSherry, a reaching for memories of events and places that are
22

unrepeatable and immaterial (McSherry 2013, 379). I use the music-box and doily
imagery that raises fond memories of childhood and home to emphasise sentiments by
Kentridge who notes “there is a sense of trusting childhood more than adulthood”
(Sittenfeld 2001, 71). Notably, in line with my use of handcrafted paper figurines,
doilies and music-boxes, he comments further, “So part of going back to images and
objects from my childhood is not so much an interest necessarily in those objects, but
trying to use them as a talisman, to get back to a clarity of sensation that one would
have had as a child” (Sittenfeld 2001, 71). I place my ‘self’ through my figurines and
other materials, as totems, where the construction and portability of identity is
represented through the objects. The figurines, by becoming significant, take on a life of
their own (Pomerance and Palmer 2016, 26) while simultaneously objectify my
experiences of displacement and transformation.
In terms of clarity of sensation, author Oliver Grau discusses how computer-generated
virtual reality experiences that are not bound to physical laws such as gravity appear to
be more gripping, weightless and immediate (Grau 2003, 203). I employ a range of
rudimentary methods of production that include process-driven, hands-on creations that
depend on elements of portability and spontaneity of material that computer animated
programs cannot record or reproduce in the same tactile way. Grau further notes,
computers cannot qualify as objects that preserve memories or hold tactile qualities of
presence crystallized in artefacts such as gravestones, medals and paintings (2003, 207).
By extension, the direct actions of threading mini-me ‘artefacts’, or handling sand and
flour echoes this presence within handheld objects highlighted by Grau (2003, 207). It is
for these reasons that I argue the use of materials such as threaded paper figurines, sand
and mirrors are valuable low-key components of investigating displacement and
portability within the digital age. These tactile components are “fragments of narrative,
around which associations and stories accumulate and give meaning” (McSherry 2013,
379). Like the experience of viewing eighteenth century ‘magic’ lanterns, shadow
puppets or Kentridge’s handspring puppets, the ambiguity and spill-over of materials
within imagination and vice versa allows for the recognition of new narratives of
portability.
I work with materials in my locality and my use of souvenir hula objects as source
material becomes more precious when “selected, procured, preserved and ‘rescued’
from the marketplace” (McSherry 2013, 377), but I am not critiquing the tourist market
as such. There is much writing on tourist art as a valid category in its own right, and
peers who have produced theses on the subject of the souvenir, and the souvenir
experience in relation to objects (van Haute 2008, Huggan 2001, Benson 2001, Stewart
1993). What I am examining is more in line with artist Rowan Smith (2018) for
instance, who works with elements of appropriation and nostalgia and uses the
properties inherent in souvenirs in his practice - that of seduction and hyperbole - where
we are caught in an “a-historical state of perpetual tourism” (Smith 2018), suggestive of
movement, distance and immediacy. Pertinent to this research, these qualities amplify
aspects of artifice, and have the ability to suspend time. As Guy Brett notes,
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commenting on Lygia Pape’s work, and linking aspects of souvenirs, “It is not the
object in itself which is important, but the way it is lived by the spectator” (2002, 1).

3.1. Sand Animation and Paper Figurines
In developing ways to investigate portability, Paul Gauguin's 1892 oil painting Arearea
(Joyousness), from his Tahitian pastoral series, forms the basis of the video A Day with
Gauguin at the Gold Coast: 1892-2017 (West 2018). I use direct hand-gestures as a
strategy to manipulate paper figurines within flat areas of sand, in which I sweep and
manipulate beach sand collected from the Queensland Gold Coast, together with paper
cut-outs, filmed in real-time, in order to re-imagine actions of appropriation and
displacement. This work emphasises the consideration of ‘embarrassing knowledge’
and uses copies of copies of modified paper hula-selfie figurines that parallel my own
journey (Steyerl 2009). As mentioned earlier, I acknowledge the resurgence of
‘primitivism’ in contemporary art (Michael 2013) in relation to my figurines, choice of
materials and crafted processes.

Figure 3.1. Fiona West. A Day with Gauguin at the Gold Coast: 1892-2017, video still.
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Figure 3.2. A Day with Gauguin at the Gold Coast: 1892-2017, video still.26

Figure 3.3. Fiona West. A Day with Gauguin at the Gold Coast: 1892-2017, digital video
with sound, 4.42 min.
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To view the online journal entry, see: OAR: Oxford Artistic and Research Based Platform
(Issue 3: That’s All There Is). https://www.oarplatform.com/issue/issue-3/.
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With a focus on sand animation within digital imagery, the aim of this series of works
was to add to explorations of the portability of identity and reiterate further, that
handcrafted elements are active participants in the contemporary experience of
displacement in a predominantly digital world. From this perspective, the sand
animations sound like they should be successful translations of portability; however, it
was necessary to question the success of continuously viewing my hands in the
conscious act of manipulating sand. In terms of process, by borrowing methods from
William Kentridge, I acknowledge the presence of the artist, however, the upshot of
viewing my hands, and the resulting lines of mark-making, while visually seductive,
creates a distanced focus on a pre-determined act of drawing. This action accentuates
the qualities of the sand-bed plane, rather than a construction of a space that includes the
subject in an emotive way, one of “effective signification” as expressed in Tania
Rivera’s discussion of Pape (2012, 56). The sand animations are therefore more a
projection of myself as artist rather than a successful resolve of my core research within
aspects of portability.
Where the sand animations did provide insight for further strategies of intervention, was
the agitation of sand by the edges of the cut-outs. Such formations, often unexpected
and removed from the dominance of the ‘drawn decision’ opened up possibilities for
further investigation of using figurines for suspended and transformative moments.
With reference again to a broader context and the Neoconcrete movement, the
possibilities of ‘transcending the plane’ (Osorio 2006, 571), in this instance the sand
animation bed, associates with their concerns, “which charged the body with potential
through its activation of space” (Osorio 2006, 571-572). While I am still an active
participant in the crafting of these works, I give power through the means of the paper
cut-outs and figurines to activate space. Linking to Lygia Pape, “the dissemination of
light through space must be emphasised, as well as the displacement of the creative
gesture, which ceases to be preoccupied by the ‘I’ and seeks its realisation in the
collective communion with the other” (Osorio 2006, 572).
This realisation led to a key development in my practice - that being the introduction of
motorised objects as prime actants in my process (after Latour) (1993). Foregrounding
the attributes of car motors, tyres and dashboards, I shifted my core strategy to include
modified hand-held motors used to scratch, scrape, incise, flick and thread, or pump
fluids and generate spontaneous gestures to manipulate the surface of sand during
filming. George Rickey mentions how motion reveals the nature of the material, where
“a calm lake could be a frozen one, while waves show liquidity; we shake a salt cellar;
to find out what a fishing rod is made of, we wave it” (1963, 227). In parallel, in an
attempt to investigate identity, the experience of migration and displacement seems to
scrape and shake the surface of both the migrant and the host. Thinking of my broader
investigation of distance and immediacy, and handcrafted digital processes within a
phenomenological methodology, this development in my strategies allowed me to
continue to relish the tactility of hand-held objects alongside motorised objects. I
intentionally take advantage of the potential for motors and materials such as sand, to
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combine with digital processes when photographed and filmed, to give weight to
something that may be beyond our grasp.

Figure 3.4. Fiona West. Whirlygig: Recharting Paradise, 2017-18, rutile sand, digital video projection.
Light Conversation, POP Gallery, 4 - 15 April 2018. Photograph: Mick Richards.
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Figure 3.5. Fiona West. Whirlygig: Recharting Paradise, 2017-18, video still.

Figure 3.6. Fiona West. Whirlygig: Recharting Paradise, 2017-18, video still.
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Figure 3.7. Fiona West. Whirlygig: Recharting Paradise, 2017-18, digital video, 3.50 min.

3.2. Motorised Figurines
3.2.1. Music-boxes and other Spinning Objects
The simple acts of threading and spinning hold my attention. The action of threading is
an intimate one for me. Not in the sewing of repetitive stitches or quilting together of
fragments, but as a personal binding and unbinding of threads within movement itself,
that can be at once comforting, yet, like displacement, a little violent. Following the
experiments with paper stencils in sand, I tied a series of figurines together and threaded
them into a music-box, guided by the movements of the miniature ballerina who dances
to Tchaikovsky’s Swan Lake. I captured the thread-spinning movements of figurines,
morphing into a mass of shapes, somewhat domestic and recognisable, yet dreamlike
and distorted in three photographic series, namely: Gifting Distance, 2017 [see figure
3.8], Rock on, Gold Dust Woman, 2018 [see figure 3.14] and Bombyx Mori: Silkworm
series, 2019 [see figure 3.20]. Elements of these music-box movements also appear in
the installation Joy Runs with Silken Twine, 2017 [see figure 3.26]. In these works, I aim
to articulate portability and transformation, and a merging and distortion of recognisable
images into ‘Baconesque’ forms and figures. Inspired by the use of layers of threads
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that are prominent in the dance performance of the silkworm, Bombyx Mori,27 I use
thread not in the form of large-scale installations by Moshekwa Lange, Annette
Messager or Lygia Pape for instance, but as a means for stimulating intimate and
transformative actions within movement. These actions are photographed, filmed and
suspended in real-time. As in the dance version by the Inbal Pinto and Avshalom Pollak
Dance Company,28 threads serve as points of origin for filmed actions and still
photographs, where the coupling of aspects of distance and its counterpart, immediacy,
serve to accentuate narratives of portability.

3.2.2. Photographic Works

Figure 3.8. Fiona West. Gifting Distance series, 2017, digital photograph on archival paper.
Figure 3.9. Fiona West. Gifting Distance series, 2017, digital photograph on archival paper.
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The Inbal Pinto and Avshalom Pollak Dance Company, http://www.inbalpinto.com/works/,
accessed October 2018. As a notable aside, silkworms, the caterpillars of the silkmoth, are
migrants in Australia, having been introduced by European settlers in the nineteenth century.
See: ‘Bombyx Mori’. Coffs Harbour Butterfly House.
http://lepidoptera.butterflyhouse.com.au/bomb/mori.html (accessed October, 2018).
28
Ibid
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Figure 3.10. Fiona West. Gifting Distance series, 2017, digital photograph on archival paper.
Figure 3.11. Fiona West. Gifting Distance series, 2017, digital photograph on archival paper.
Figure 3.12. Fiona West. Gifting Distance series, 2017, digital photograph on archival paper.
Figure 3.13. Fiona West. Gifting Distance series, 2017, digital photograph on archival paper.
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Figure 3.14. Fiona West. Rock on, Gold Dust Woman series, 2018, digital photograph on archival paper.
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Figure 3.15. Fiona West. Rock on, Gold Dust Woman series, 2018, digital photograph on archival paper.
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Figure 3.16. Fiona West. Rock on, Gold Dust Woman series, 2018, digital photograph on archival paper.
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Figure 3.17. Fiona West. Rock on, Gold Dust Woman series, 2018, digital photograph
on archival paper.
Figure 3.18. Fiona West. Rock on, Gold Dust Woman series, 2018, digital photograph
on archival paper.

Figure 3.19. Fiona West. Rock on, Gold Dust Woman series, 2018, digital photograph on archival paper.
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Figure 3.20. Fiona West. Bombyx Mori: Silkworm series, 2019, digital photograph on archival paper.
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Figure 3.21. Fiona West. Bombyx Mori: Silkworm series, 2019, digital photograph on archival paper.
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Figure 3.22. Installation view: POP Gallery, 2018.

Figure 3.23. Installation view: White Box Gallery, 2018.
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In photographing the music-box works, I adopt Rickey’s line of thought with regards to
using motion as a method for investigating the nature of materials, and by extension, the
‘nature’ of identity, “not only in the obvious way of showing cause and effect in a
machine, such as the meshing of gears, the pushing of a crank, or the linkage of a
typewriter key, but rather in the more intimate revelations of the link-to-link
relationship of a flexing chain, the arching, resistance, recovering and natural period of
oscillation of a bouncing leaf spring, or the surface to surface zigzags of a beam of
light” (1963, 227). In the photographs, this applies to the amassing of the figurines
defined by movement, the winding and catching of the thread in the ballerina’s spring,
or the reflection of transformed figures and new forms in the small mirror of the musicbox.
In Gifting Distance multiple spinning figurines and silk thread merge and reconfigure
within a glow of light, as smudges, sparkles and blurs that become markers of absence
and presence. I take a cue from the early car videos where, as a reminder, the figurines
are tied to the exterior wipers and subject to exterior kinetic forces. The series Rock on,
Gold Dust Woman, develops these narrative elements further. The music-box ballerina
is freed from her ‘dashboard’ and spun in new figurations, allowing her to create living
palimpsests as she is simultaneously bound and unbound in a flutter of gold-dust sheets.
In these photographs, the sweeping movements of gold emulate satin fabric, as well as
the choreography of Ola Maciejewska’s version of the Bombyx Mori dance, 2017,
created in homage to Loie Fuller (1862-1928).29 Most notably for this research, while
Fuller is stated as being:
“one of the first dance artists to speak of movement outside of the body, a
movement as a result of interactions between body and thing - light, materials,
sound [...] Maciejewska doesn’t replicate the hypnotic swirls of Loie Fuller, but
instead explores the relationship between the body and the artefact.” 30
The photographic series Rock on, Gold Dust Woman and Bombyx Mori: Silkworm series
[see figures 3.14 & 3.20] directly reference these interactions, yet push the elements of
their artifice and hybridity further by using multiple stencils and a miniature ballerina in
lieu of my own body. Once again, I aim to imbue these works with qualities of
‘seduction and hyperbole’ (Smith 2018) found in souvenirs and to some extent in the
human-scaled silkworm dance. These instances are not so much about the objects or
dancers themselves, but the narratives of attachment or loss that are significant for their
holders or viewers.
The Space Pony series is another iteration in the photographic experiments, where
figurines and other animals, including a migrating oyster catcher and pony are threaded
‘Ola Maciejewska: Bombyx Mori’. Moving in November Festival, Helsinki. 2017.
https://movinginnovember.fi/moving-in-november-2017/ola-maciejewska-bombyx-mori/
(accessed December, 2018).
30
Ibid
29
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and suspended like marionettes, using the simple acts of binding and unbinding to echo
aspects of portability, displacement and transformation. The action of suspension
echoes aesthetics of puppetry as well as elements found within the music-box works,
where movement in real-time is explored further. Within each of the photographic
works, handcrafted elements are key to constructing tactile-based environments for
representing aspects of portability. As a reminder, this galvanises my secondary
argument for the significance of the handcrafted within digital representations of
displacement.

Figure 3.24. Fiona West. Space Pony series, 2018, digital photograph on archival paper.
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Figure 3.25. Fiona West. Space Pony series, 2018, digital photograph on archival paper.
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3.2.3. Joy Runs with Silken Twine

Figure 3.26. Installation view: Fiona West. Joy Runs with Silken Twine, 2018 (version one), POP Gallery.
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Figure 3.27. Installation view: Fiona West. Joy Runs with Silken Twine, 2019 (version two),
White Box Gallery.
Figure 3.28. Installation view: Fiona West. Joy Runs with Silken Twine, 2019 (version two),
White Box Gallery.
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Figure 3.29. Fiona West. Joy Runs with Silken Twine, 2018, digital video with sound, 1.00 min. 31

Figure 3.30. Installation view: Fiona West. Joy Runs with Silken Twine, 2018, White Box Gallery.
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I have included the digital video components of the projection installations, bearing in mind
the corresponding objects for projection are required for the full experience of viewing the
works.
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Echoing works by Annette Messager and Lygia Pape, and echoing strategies of the
Brothers Quay that reaffirm the material and the miniature, the figurines photographed
in Gifting Distance, were subsequently filmed and played back onto a cloud of satin in
the video installation Joy Runs with Silken Twine.32 In doing so, the reference of the
music-box dashboard image is extended and exaggerated, as are the motifs of threading
and spinning. The suspended pink satin cloud-form [figure 3.30] emulates both the
interior of a music-box, as well as qualities of skin that connect the body and memory,
memory and artefact, and polarities of interior and exterior (as highlighted by
Maciejewska’s choreography of the Bombyx Mori).
On its own, the music-box imagery provides a little site for contemplating nostalgic
childhood memories. However, when the video is played back onto silk-like threads,
light combines with materials, and thinking back to Latour and Steyerl, the connections
and networks such as gold threads, elements of spinning, crafted copies of copies, all
come into play in unexpected and transformative ways. Adding to the links with dance,
bodies, material and artefacts, I borrow knowledge from Tony Oursler, Robert Morris,
Gary Hill and Nathan Gray who use mirroring and doubling in the construction of
objects. In keeping a focus on the investigation into ways for representing portability,
light plays a significant role within this interaction, and works to ‘infuse’ and embed
itself within the surface of the satin. This is another significant step in my research,
which leads me to explore ways of combining materials and movement, using objects
for projection, to articulate displacement and contribute to narratives of portability.
What is also clear in my methods, is that handcrafted methods are active participants in
the contemporary experience of displacement in a digital context.

The title is taken from a line in William Blake’s (1863), Auguries of Innocence, in a link to
childhood references, as well as my obsession with threading. The first version of Joy Runs with
Silken Twine was successfully tested in the White Box, 2017. In the Light Conversation, POP
Gallery exhibit, 2018, however, the installation of the cloud form in the lighter area of the
gallery space drew unwanted attention to its basic construction during day-time viewing, and
detracted from the merging of the video and object. A third iteration of the cloud has been
developed for my assessment exhibition, and tested in the White Box Gallery, 2019.
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4. Graft: Embodiments of Displacement
“We are in the epoch of simultaneity: we are in the epoch of juxtaposition, the epoch
of the near and far, of the side-by-side, of the dispersed. We are at a moment, I
believe, when our experience of the world is less that of a long life developing through
time than that of a network that connects points and intersects with its own skein.”
- Michel Foucault, 1967 (1984, 46)

In this Chapter, I look at the final iterations of my research that investigates narratives
of portability, and more specifically, focus on the significance of my video installations
and objects for projection. In recognition of the power of modified dashboard figurines
and kewpie dolls to act as metaphors for home, childhood memories, displacement and
transformation, I reconstruct and extend elements of the figurines and music boxes,
such as doilies and mirrors. These constructions provide shaped sites for projecting and
reflecting images to further explore embodiments of displacement.
A significant outcome of the music-box photographs and video cloud installation is
therefore the strategy of projecting moving images onto objects, where light embeds
itself into the surface of the objects, as in a graft. The experience of migration,
displacement and transformation aligns itself with the notion of a graft. Defined as a
piece of living tissue, a graft can be something transplanted surgically, or a shoot or
twig inserted into a slit on a trunk (Graft 2019). My paper stencils and figurines are
grafted together with thread and other materials within the music-boxes and in the
making of videos and photographs. The hybrid figurines become ‘stand-ins’ for my own
biographical living tissue that is transplanted and inserted into a new host. As part of the
merging of objects and figurines, there is a blending of the original and the new, an
exaggeration of scale and morphing of figures that as Buchan notes, hold the potential
for change (Buchan 2011, 123) and portability.
I continue my pursuit of finding new ways to represent portability through the
interaction of material and motion, and the relationships between still objects and the
moving image. As in a graft, where living and non-living parts can be forged together,
in this Chapter I foreground processes of duality and mirroring, in order to investigate
processes of change and embodiments of displacement in relation to narratives of
portability. In doing so, I further aim to reconcile my large scale static photographic
works with intimate objects of projection, keeping in mind the notion of a graft.
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4.1. Video Installations
“The mirror is also associated with ideas of displacement - the moving of one space to
another - of infinite regress, reversals and inversions. It is also the space of ambiguity
and obscurity, of seeing the world and ourselves through a glass darkly.”
- Leslie Eastman (2015, xiv)

I use mirror-like surfaces and actions of mirroring extensively in my practice. In
physical form, mirrors appear in the music-boxes and mirror-Perspex installations, and
in parallel, I incorporate methods of reflecting, reversing and displacing projected
images onto objects. In looking back, this is a direct extension of car windscreens and
my early experiments with hula dolls, travel and spatial encounters that guided the
development of objects for projection. I recognise this ongoing relationship with
embodiments of displacement in my research. The inclusion of mirrored surfaces and
reflections that hint at echo chambers, engages with contemporary culture that curator
James Lynch states “often represents itself as a duplicate or double” (2019), and in
doing so, places my research directly within contemporary concerns.
The figurines used in crafting the scenes within the music-boxes, are mirrored in the
video projections. My masquerading mini-me is part self-portrait / reflection / mirror
image and seems to be an embodiment of displacement, thinking of Merleau-Ponty’s
philosophy and the emphasis of phenomenology on the subject’s encounter (Diprose
and Reynolds 2008).33 As a reminder, I reference phenomenology within my research,
including Don Ihde's contemporary theory of a ‘here-body’ (Ihde 2002, 6-8) in order to
understand my use of figurines as components of portability within the broader
polarities of distance and immediacy.

4.1.1. Rutile Boxes
The music-boxes, used in the photographic works Gifting Distance, Rock on, gold dust
woman and Bombyx Mori: Silkworm series and discussed in Chapter Three, literally
include mirrors, and in the development of video installation works, I play with the
processes of reflecting, reversing and inverting to project images onto objects and
Perspex to find equivalents for aspects of portability. Continuing this line of
investigation, and in response to critique from the flatbed-filmed sand-animations,
33

In terms of our experience of place, Merleau-Ponty speaks of our carnal relation with the
world as a reflexive one, ‘the reversibility of the flesh’: "...our body orients us to the behaviour
of the other, of the animal, of ourselves in the mirror, rather than to his or her consciousness"
(Diprose and Reynolds 2008, 223-224). Further, Don Ihde, a contemporary philosopher who has
adopted and updated Merleau-Ponty's phenomenological stance to include contemporary virtual
experiences in technology, writes about a ‘here-body’ (Ihde 2002, 6-8) as opposed to a virtual or
‘image-body’ - applicable to my stencil self.
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(discussed earlier in regard to my sand-works with paper stencil figurines), I developed
a series of box works and objects for projection, that sees the progression of my output
(in parallel to displacement and portability) as one of refining points of contact between
materials and movement. To reiterate, key to this development in my practice, is the
trajectory from single video works to works incorporating PICO data projectors to
project light and moving images onto objects. I make conscious use of these processes
where layering and grafting is an essential component in mirroring, reflecting and
embedding images, in order to extend my investigations within distance and immediacy.
The rutile sand becomes a screen-layer that mirrors back the methods and narratives in
constructing the works.34

Figure 4.1. Prototype sand-screen for projection in process, 65 x 120 cm.

34

The catalyst for my use of rutile sand was an anthill, found during my visit to the Anglo-Boer
war battle site, Spioenkop (1900), in Kwa-Zulu Natal, South Africa. My great-great Grandfather
fought in this war with the British army, and the crumbs from a discarded anthill formed the
impetus for a series of box works using poured sand as a projection screen, evocative of both
this experience as well as Queensland’s coastline. Loaded with references to shorelines,
colonies, land ownership, displacement, intervention of the surface and dual natures of identity,
I connect relationships that associate the nature of my materials with an active collective
memory, and reference Lygia Pape’s Caixa das Formigas (Ant Box) (Osorio 2006, 580), Roni
Horn’s 1974 ant-farm and Yukinori Yanagi’s ‘Pacific’.
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Linking to ant-inspired works by Roni Horn, Yukinori Yanagi and Lygia Pape,35 I
constructed the first sand-screen for projection, used for the projection of the sand
animation Whirlygig 2017-18 (version one) [see figures 3.5-3.7] from the series
Recharting Paradise. This large-scaled Perspex sand-frame is a key experimental
prototype developed in response to the sand-animations, that proved pivotal to the
construction of the intimate box works Twittering Machine II, 2018, Forever Gold,
2018 and Recharting Paradise: Float, 2019 [see figures 4.2 & 4.10]. Cornell
exaggerates elements of artifice in his box works, and presents the viewer with symbols,
rather than the authentic object (McSherry 2013, 377), emphasised in original text). In
parallel, in Twittering Machine II, a migratory oystercatcher and a modified hula-dancer
spin together, animated by the appearance of a motor and an electric spark. This work
echoes the shared ghostliness of Breton and Cornell’s box works and signifies
connections between remembered and imagined points. I reference Paul Klee’s
watercolour, Twittering Machine, 1922, in response to his blending of machines and
movement. With a link to souvenirs, totem figurines and childhood impressions,
McSherry highlights how “Cornell’s subject was desire itself; the subjects of desire
were his medium” (2013, 377).
The tinsel, junk-store jewellery and cut-out ballerinas have little value outside
the confines of the box. Separate from the artwork as a whole, no process of
exchange will allow these things to be possessed in the manner of an authentic,
genuinely expensive, or difficult-to-obtain thing. Buying the artwork might put
one in possession of the symbols, but the ‘object’ of desire remains puzzlingly
absent while being constantly called to mind. [Much like my hula figurines], the
symbol leaves the ‘object’ itself perfectly unobtainable, having cauterized the
possibility of possession. (McSherry 2013, 377-378)

35

In the first version, the weight of the rutile proved too heavy for my attempt at producing a
large-scaled perspex screen, and with several derivations tested in the studio and workshop,
proved to be too problematic to hang in the exhibition, Light Conversation, POP Gallery. While
unsuccessful in terms of its first exhibition outcome, this work did succeed in the ability to
combine my use of figurines and materials in a single work. This was partially resolved in the
sand animation series, but still seemed like two separate trajectories, connected by concept, but
not yet fully resolved within a single work.
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Figure 4.2. Installation view: rutile box works, Light Conversation, 2018. POP Gallery,
(LHS) Twittering Machine II; (RHS) Forever Gold. Photograph: Mick Richards.

Figure 4.3. Installation view: reworked rutile box projection, 2019, White Box Gallery.
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Figure 4.4. Fiona West. Twittering Machine II, 2018, video still.
Figure 4.5. Fiona West. Twittering Machine II, 2018, video still.

Figure 4.6. Fiona West. Twittering Machine II, 2018, digital video, 0.30 min.
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Figure 4.7. Fiona West. Forever Gold, 2018, video still.

Figure 4.8. Fiona West. Forever Gold, 2018, digital video, 4.21 min.
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Figure 4.9. Fiona West. Recharting Paradise: Float, 2019, video still.

Figure 4.10. Fiona West. Recharting Paradise: Float, 2019, digital video, 1.08 min.

My process of handcrafting objects for projection bears similarity to André Breton and
Jospeh Cornell’s “staging of objects” in their box works, their shared characteristics of
the ghostliness of things, and “the haunting of the visible by the invisible” (Conley
2017, 263). Keeping in mind my hula-mielie talismans, and connecting Latour’s (2005)
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and Lindsay’s (1922) thinking on the agency and significance of objects, Conley
highlights that Breton “identified intimately with the ghostliness he found in things
because he believed the objects he loved housed hidden impulses, memories akin to the
dream traces human beings carry in their unconscious minds” (2017, 263). Similarly,
“The objects Cornell prized and the manner in which he arranged them demonstrate a
parallel worldview of things as ghostly companions capable of capturing and bringing
to the surface hidden thoughts and feelings” (Conley 2017, 263). Guided by this shared
ghostliness and again, the absurdity of how we place ourselves through objects, I
acknowledge Breton and Cornell’s aim to illuminate and understand the human
condition (Conley 2017, 263) through my use of multiple figurines, in my attempts at
understanding my position within the South African diaspora and my contributions to
narratives of portability.
In Forever Gold, [see figure 4.7], I activate and interrupt the surface of rutile sand by
modifying and manipulating the filming of grains of sand to look like straw. In an
extension of the sand animation works, my hands, disguised in the straw, stroke and
filter through the sand bed. In doing so, I engage ideas of “vision, vanity and veritas”
(Goscilo 2010), to pursue and enhance the dual nature of appearance and disappearance,
distance and immediacy.
Thinking back to the music-box photographs of ballerinas in swirling gold leaf, here too
is gold, “worthless glitter that takes on value in eyes of children or on the stage, the gold
of fairy tales” (McSherry 2013, 378). The associations outside the boxes, (both music
and rutile), give life to the symbols and add to embodiments of displacement and
imagined narratives of portability. To echo Cornell’s development of box works:
The desire to hold the world in one space - whether a room or a box - remains as
impossible as the perfect archive: it is a fleeting yet gloriously ambitious desire
that epitomizes surrealism’s inveterate idealism, on the one hand, and its
rootedness in everyday reality, on the other. That reality, moreover, was based
essentially on the movement of a human being as he or she negotiates a mortal
life cycle surrounded by things, simultaneously solid and fragile, real and
ghostly. (Conley 2017, 279)
In a continuation of constructions of mirror-oriented works, and using Cornell’s
collagist aesthetic, in the third rutile box work, Recharting Paradise: Float, [see figure
4.9], I film rutile sand and glitter on the surface of water to be projected onto a sandPerspex box screen. The specks of filmed material are manipulated by the spinning
hands of a floating kewpie doll, and when projected, the images and artefacts meld
together. Much like the hand-held motorised figurines that agitate the surface of the
sand by burrowing, scratching and unearthing embedded materials, the actions of the
doll’s intervention of the suspended glitter and rutile, remain connected to the self but
not dominated by it.
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The original performance of the kewpie spinning in glitter, akin to ballerinas in music
boxes, and gestures of the puppets in the Brothers Quay works, is distanced through the
layer of projection, but within this grafting process there is a development of “fragments
of narrative, around which associations and stories accumulate and give meaning”
(McSherry 2013, 379). In terms of narratives of portability within broader investigations
of distance and immediacy, author Ewan Wilson in discussion of the construction of
narratives by the Brothers Quay and their choreographing of liminal spaces, notes how
this meaning “is something that demands to be felt rather than described” (Wilson 2018,
155). Thinking again of phenomenological experiments and the notion of a graft, I focus
on states of mediation made possible through staring into a mirror, like driving a car or
gazing into a fire - where the origins of the materials and their actions are not required
to be understood to achieve a state of reverie (Martin 2005, Osorio 2006).

4.1.2. Bellyful

Figure 4.11. Fiona West. Bellyful (version two), 2017-18, installation view, Light Conversation,
POP Gallery. Photograph: Mick Richards.
Figure 4.12. Fiona West. Bellyful (version two), 2017-18, installation view, Light Conversation,
POP Gallery. Photograph: Mick Richards.

Figure 4.13. Fiona West. Bellyful, 2017-18, video still.
Figure 4.14. Fiona West. Bellyful, 2017-18, video still.
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Figure 4.15. Fiona West. Bellyful, 2017-18, digital video, 2 min.

Figure 4.16. Installation view: Fiona West. Bellyful (version one), 2016, Project Gallery (RHS). The black
and white animation in this version was removed in version two, above.
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In the video projection, Bellyful [see figures 4.13-4.15], I continue to explore the
relationships between animation and film, and as Malpas notes, how “it is not restricted
to the cinematic alone” (2014, 67). I use flour and mielie-meal (corn) to create
narratives that resonate with references to place and identity. The horn-shaped Spode
vase, reminiscent of empty shells and corn cobs, provides a vessel for a video inspired
by corn dolls, and echoes the call of the mielie-ladies (with references to shells, ears and
listening). The first version of Bellyful was exhibited as a double video that included the
manipulated flour imagery paired within an ink-based animation of a corn doll and
hyena, exhibited in the exhibition Drive, She Said, 2016. The video content shows my
crafting of a corn-doll figurine using flour, and like the part-Kentridge inspired sandanimations, maintains a focus on drawing and line-work that, while intriguing to an
extent, focuses on the ‘I’ and not the displacement of the creative gesture (Osorio 2006,
572), and in doing so, separates the viewer from the immediacy of a potentially
transformative experience.
As highlighted in the satin cloud installation, Joy Runs with Silken Twine, the moving
image component in version two of Bellyful is more successful, where I intensify
sensuality, containment, and elements of home, in reference to Bachelard, and
projecting video into the ‘corn-shaped’ shell vessel, transforms the experience of this
object. The filmed action of my hands constructing figurines from flour, mirrors the
action of moulding the ceramic shape it now transforms. In the first version, the digital
screens remain a platform for viewing but are not integrated into the object/movingimage relationship as successfully as the second version. When filmed back onto itself,
the Bellyful shell object has the potential to become self-reflexive and a new
relationship emerges between the moving image, object and the viewer. To add to this,
my shift away from producing black and white ink and sand drawings echoes Lygia
Pape’s passage from black to white and from interior to exterior, “equivalent to the
passage from matter to light, from the plane to space” and “dissolving into the world”
(Osorio 2006, 571). As experienced in the exhibition, Light Conversation, in the POP
Gallery, this work is intensified way beyond its actual size.
I continue to experiment with the activation of space and spatial encounters, that, as a
reminder, rely on qualities of ‘seduction and hyperbole’, as raised by Rowan Smith
(2018) in earlier discussion. The following three ‘reconstructed doily works’
reconfigure biographical and handcrafted aspects of hula doll figurines and kewpies
with the specific intention of exploring embodiments of displacement and portability.
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4.1.3. The Paradise Feels

Figure 4.17. Installation view: Fiona West. The Paradise Feels, 2019, mirror Perspex
and peristaltic pump, White Box Gallery.
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With reference to Hans Haacke’s Circulation and Daniel von Sturmer’s Paradox Park, I
introduce tubes and a peristaltic pump in The Paradise Feels. The tubes thread through
the heart of the hula figurine and her ukulele, travelling through the pared down Perspex
doily. Echoing the movement of ants and early sand works, tropes of bloodlines,
binding and unbinding are extended. In addition, I reference reconstructed car elements
such as motors and fuel lines, while tapping into our obsession with mirrors and selfies,
“traceable to the ancient myths of Medusa and Narcissus” (Goscilo 2010, 282). This
work offers another permutation in my construction of narratives of portability, where
movement is not projected, but pulses through the seductive Medusa-like cluster of
tubes, animating the object from within. In doing so, the agency of action is again given
to the inanimate hula figurine (Sittenfeld 2001, 69, Buchan 2011, Osorio 2006,
Schwenger 2006), as in the motorised ballerina figures. In finding ways to activate
space, I work with the movement of water in the tubes as well as the potential of mirrors
as both an object and action within displacement (Eastman 2015).
While the mirror’s reflective capacities encouraged its identification with the
vaunted mimetic function of literature and film, its refractive quality enabled
artists to explore and comment on perspective, in the process challenging the
concept of art’s faithful representation of phenomena. (Goscilo 2010, 281)
This suggests our fascination with mirrors as a practical object, “polysemous trope”
(Goscilo 2010) and an object of artifice and trickery, which is much like the animation
of puppets and dashboard dolls, that have the capacity to suspend our disbelief (Buchan
2011). Keeping this in mind, I use mirrors as key elements in the following two video
installations.
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4.1.4. Infinity Hold (Grounded)

Figure 4.18. Installation view: Fiona West. Grounded, 2018, video installation with motorised doily,
POP Gallery.

Figure 4.19. Installation view: Fiona West. Infinity Hold (version one) 2018-19, White Box Gallery.
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Figure 4.20. Fiona West. Infinity Hold, 2018-19, digital video, 1.40 min.

Figure 4.21. Installation view: Fiona West. Infinity Hold (version one) 2018-19, White Box Gallery.
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Figure 4.22. Installation views: Fiona West. Infinity Hold (version two) 2018-19,
White Box Gallery.
Figure 4.23. Installation views: Fiona West. Infinity Hold (version two) 2018-19,
White Box Gallery.

Following the video installations of Pipilotti Rist, and her use of concealed projectors in
works such as Himalaya’s Sister’s Living Room, 2000,36 I tested various configurations
in the exhibition Light Conversation, in POP Gallery, 2018. In the video installation
Grounded, 2018, (reconfigured to form Infinity Hold, 2018-19), a beam of light from a
PICO player housed in a lace-trimmed flower pot, was directed upwards, to activate the
gallery space, and project onto a spinning doily. In further investigation of embodiments
of displacement and the grafting of images within objects, more successfully in Infinity
Hold (version one), I replace the flower pot with a circular mirror raised just above
ground level, through which a PICO player projects an image. This mirroring sets up a
direct dialogue between the objects that simultaneously repeat and reflect within a
single work.
The reworked Grounded installation, now Infinity Hold (version one) with the floor
mirror, resolves the clumsiness and questionable relevance of the vase object, which
aims to echo doily imagery and aspects of home, but remained too obscure in the
reading of the work in the exhibition, Light Conversation. Both Grounded and Infinity
Hold (version one) establish physical separation and the activation of the gallery space
as a key aspect of the work, literally referencing distance and migration. However, the
dominant visibility of the mechanisms and structures removes any dissolving into the
work and any chance for moments of portability, as they take precedence and block any
“Pipilotti Rist: Himalaya’s Sister’s Living Room”. Collection Online. 2019. THE SOLOMON
R. GUGGENHEIM FOUNDATION. https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/13964 (accessed
April, 2019). This installation includes 7 projectors, 7 players in and around furniture and
miscellaneous objects, mounted wallpaper on wood, audio system. See also: “Pipilotti Rist”.
April 8 - May 27, 2000. Luhring Augustine, 2019.
https://www.luhringaugustine.com/exhibitions/pipilotti-rist?view=slider#3. (accessed April,
2019).
36
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‘magical’ aspects of the experience of the video projection, grafting into the object of
projection.
The final iteration of Infinity Hold (version two) is the most successful in terms of
suspending our disbelief, where the emphasis is removed from the ‘workings’ of the
objects, and where imagination and experience take over and allow the possibility for us
to be transported elsewhere. The mirror placed directly on the floor accentuates the floor
plane, and vastly increases the depth of projection, both downwards and beyond the
wall space, and more successfully resolves the immediacy of the experience of two
separate planes. Aspects of suspension, submersion, distance and immediacy are far
more keenly felt in this version. The success of this final iteration is developed further
in the work Space Pool.
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4.1.5. Space Pool

Figure 4.24. Installation view: Fiona West. Space Pool, 2019, video projection, mirror Perspex,
White Box Gallery.
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Figure 4.25. Installation view: Fiona West. Space Pool, 2019, video projection, mirror Perspex,
White Box Gallery.
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Figure 4.26. Installation view: Fiona West. Space Pool, 2019, video projection, mirror Perspex,
White Box Gallery.
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Figure 4.27. Fiona West. Space Pool, 2019, video still.
Figure 4.28. Fiona West. Space Pool, 2019, video still.
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Figure 4.29. Fiona West. Space Pool, 2019, digital video, 2.04 min.

Figure 4.30. Installation view: Fiona West. Space Pool, 2019, White Box Gallery.
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Extending the scalloped shape of the doily image and finding parallels with the shellSpode shaped vase, Space Pool is a video installation that develops the successes of
Infinity Hold, using layers of mirroring, artifice and magical deceptions. Buchan speaks
of movement being so fundamental, so basic, that it is “often a source of wonder and
delight” (Malpas 2014, 72). The adding of movement within mirrors simultaneously
disturbs and intensifies this wonder. Like the characters in Edward Burne-Jones, The
Baleful Head (1886-87) (Goscilo 2010, 285) [figure 4.31], as viewers, we are both
outside yet submerged in the mirror pool.

Figure 4.31. Edward Burne-Jones. The Baleful Head, 1886-87.37

37

Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Baleful_Head_-_Edward_BurneJones.jpg
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The mirror installation works also offer direct parallels to the rutile box projections and
emphasise strategies of the Quay Brothers that link movement and the miniature, and
the investigation of small to large scale (Buchan 2011).38 There is a confidence in these
later works to use elements and abstractions of hula imagery to challenge spatial
aspects, while keeping the intimacy and connections to tropes of threading, duality,
novelty and biography. Furthermore, movement is recognised for its role in constructing
objects and videos as well as its illusory qualities and imitations of portability. For
instance, the dot pattern crafted within the mirror Perspex floor piece references needle
points, that through the video projection masquerade as stars.39 As the seventeenth
kewpie doll in Lawler’s play is smashed and broken, the mirror works break apart the
single figurines, to reconstruct aspects of the figurines and aspects of portability to
disturb a single point focus.
Once again, I emphasise the use of tactile methods in the construction of the video,
rather than computer graphics. This is not only to reinforce my secondary argument of
the significance of the handcrafted within the digital, but to provide a physical way to
hold onto memories. Holding on while simultaneously letting go, I think back to
Breton’s objects, to look at, to hold, to remind me of where I am (Conley 2017, 266).

38

I am aware that the floating kewpie works are strongly suggestive of female bodily imagery
and life issues, as is the vase-based work, Bellyful, and the pink satin cloud installation, however
I have concentrated my research on narratives of portability within the South African diaspora,
and not on a feminist argument at this point. These works do suggest possibilities for future
research which I intend to pursue.
39
The sparkle of the doily dot pattern maintains parallels with the rutile sand and glitter of the
music-box ballerina.
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Conclusion
“The vital point for identity...is that the antipodes is not a place so much as it is a
relation, one not of our own choosing but one which also enables us.”
- Peter Beilharz (Gardner 2013, 47)

The figurines and objects I have used to develop this research are a collection of ghostly
things. Constructed using actions of threading, suspending, grafting and mirroring that
rely on collagist aesthetics and puppet typology, they follow Cornell’s signature boxes
and Breton’s “surrealist propensity to see qualities of life in things, that, having been
used and handled, were believed to have led former lives” (Conley 2017, 263,
Schwenger 2006). I borrow from both the Quay Brothers eclectic iconography and
hybrid categories (Buchan 2011) as well as Joseph Cornell, whose work is categorised
in terms of material culture (McSherry 2013). To reference ‘material culture’ makes
sense in that it links my background context and inspiration that embraces both African
and Western art influences, including artefacts and figurines, as well as tourist objects.
In alignment with Cornell’s work, I deviate from trying to find particular object
categories (McSherry 2013, 374) and in doing so, share Cornell’s use of “disruptive
materialist strategies” (McSherry 2013) that align with displacement. McSherry
highlights three strategies of Cornell’s assemblages that are derived from material
culture and apply directly to this research: “the inauthentic object, the souvenir, and the
biographical object” (McSherry 2013, 374). In this concluding Chapter, I will borrow
McSherry’s outlines to summarise how my mielie hula selves are miniature
biographical souvenirs that are at once powerful and whimsical, and key to my
investigations of the portability of identity in particular.
I follow the journeys of my mielie-lady to investigate portability and to create works
about portability in a Merleau-Pontian “being-in-world” sense - as opposed to a
migratory journey, as I understand in Deleuze's sense of “becoming” (Voss 2013). In
other words, I am not pursuing a ‘rhizomic’ or transformative investigation of my
journey as a migrant, from home to host, as for example, Alexandra J. Cutcher, who
uses the metaphor of her family's migration journey from Hungary to Australia as the
focus in Displacement, Identity and Belonging (2015). Instead, I investigate my
experiences of displacement, identity and cultural belonging in Brisbane. I draw
inspiration from my polycentric experiences in relation to my interconnections with
Australia and South Africa, from a post-migrant perspective, in order to express new
associations of place and find equivalents for portability. As author Ann Brigham
highlights, “Like space and place, mobility is not ‘an arena in which social life unfolds’
but ‘a medium through which social life [...] identity and social order are produced and
reproduced’ ” (Brigham 2015, 16).
My earliest experiments in phenomenology began with the collection of pigments from
significant sites for the purpose of producing paintings and drawings that looked
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predictably at relationships of place from the perspective of migration. I acknowledge
this early phase of research, however, as my investigations took a significant shift with
the recording of dashboard hula beings while driving my car as a portable studio, I have
concentrated my thesis discussion on the sequence of works that specifically aim to
reimagine portability from the dashboard works onwards. Like the Brothers Quay, who
came to animation and puppetry from another artistic practice (illustration) (Wilson
2018, 155), I too felt the “frustration of the frozen image” in regards to research
methods for pursuing issues of portability (Wilson 2018, 155). The filming of
dashboard dolls successfully introduced the moving image within the biographical,
handcrafted and seemingly inauthentic. My car functioned as the Quay’s “metaphysical
playroom”, where artifice, live-action and the empowerment of inanimate objects come
together in a desire to hold two worlds in one space (Buchan 2011, Conley 2017). The
dolls dancing in the car and music-boxes, and later within rutile works and Perspex
mirrors bring together phenomenological, spatial and figurative aspects of Bachelard,
Latour, Merleau-Ponty and the Quays. The figurines allow me to reconcile playfulness
and the use of kinetic constructions, collage and artifice, with the experience of
displacement and belonging. In doing so, the figurines become the heroines in my
narratives, and in this research.
Now the mechanical or non-human object, beginning with the engine...is apt to
be the hero in most any sort of photo-play while the producer remains utterly
unconscious of the fact. (Vachel Lindsay in Buchan 2011, xii)
With my figurines taking the lead, and keeping to a process where vitalism,
phenomenology and ‘significant hieroglyphs’ are key (Buchan 2011, Lindsay 1922,
Sittenfeld 2001) as discussed in response to the video works shown in the exhibition
Drive, She Said, I decided not to pursue production of large-scale cinematic projections
that focus on film dynamics, but rather, chose to focus on intimate video installations
that rely on miniatures within a collagist and puppet aesthetic (Conley 2017). The upscaling of the photographs retains this intimacy while playing with our lived experience
of the spatial perceptions of miniatures. In response to the dashboard videos I
investigated ways of working with paper figurines attached to motors to ‘interrupt the
surface’ as an artistic strategy and other methods for motorised intervention. This
intervention and distancing of the ‘artist’s gesture’ was necessary to heighten the agency
of the materials and figurines, and in doing so, strengthen the signification of narratives
of portability.
The actions of the music-box ballerinas opened up ways of disseminating acts of
expression, made by the hula figurines and in later works, the kewpie dolls themselves,
to include inherent gestures of materials, and the ensuing relationships between objects
and moving images. Osorio states how “The dissemination of the act of expression was
to become one of the poetic and political hallmarks of Neoconcrete art” (2006, 572). I
engage directly with this, and in doing so, reaffirm my debt to artists Lygia Pape,
William Kentridge and the Brothers Quay. The action of threading that transforms the
hulas and ballerinas in the music-boxes and photographic works, and the suspended
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cloud and doily works, is a form of this dissemination, operating like marionettes
strings. As the artist and producer, I am still attached, creating a bridge between “dance,
‘the pure act of metamorphosis’ and animation” (Buchan 2011, 106). This dance, is
both mine and that of my figurines, both biographical and artificial, distant and
immediate. With reference to aspects of ‘no consciousness’ or ‘an infinite
consciousness’, Buchan highlights that “In puppet animation, these two qualities merge:
the lay figure, the puppet - through the hand of the animator and the technical apparatus
of animation filmmaking - is endowed with grace” (Buchan 2011, 106). Such is the
experience of viewing the objects for projection, where the mechanical, the souvenir
and the biographical come together, to produce embodied moments of displacement.
Furthermore, tapping into aspects of Marguerite Duras’ Le Camion for instance, the
process of viewing my mirrored self through the figurines, extends to an exploration of
dualities of absence and presence, movement and stasis, and real and illusory qualities
of identity and portability.
Unlike many immigrants, my displacement is voluntary, and is therefore categorised
within aspects of “neoculturalisation” as noted by Banerjee and German, and raised in
my introduction. It is from this context that I create new narratives of place. With a
background that includes references from Africa within a western context, together with
my use of hand-crafted objects that link to the visual language of crafts, curios and
souvenirs, I have raised my awareness of possible links to the contemporary reengagement with the concept of primitivism.
The use of a modified ‘exotic’ dashboard doll does evoke the visual imagery of
‘primitivism’, however, my intention is to develop new narratives of place, using this
as a “vital point for identity” (Gardner 2013, 47) but not to specifically question
‘Primitivism’. Robert Nelson highlights in his review of the Future Primitive exhibition
in The Age, 2014, that the artists featured are “keen to re-address primitivism and
embrace cultural differences, however they are scared of appropriation, cultural
superiority and chauvinism.” 40 This is valuable critique and highlights a tension in my
use of the hula motif, however a critique of “Primitivism” is not my core research
component.
In the early stages of my research I intended to show that while ideas of ‘place’ and
‘identity’ are key factors in my work, of more importance is their portability, and as
Gina Fairley writes in the exhibition Trans/portable (Manila), the “flow of ideas that
come from the movement between places.”41 In terms of reimagining portability and
‘flow’, the emphasis and challenge of the action of ‘translation’ comes to the fore, and
as I have realised through the trajectory of my experiments concerning phenomenology,
is more than just about “being-in-place” (Diprose, Rosalyn, and Jack Reynolds, 2008).
Once again, in terms of investigating portability, the value is not just in working with
40

http://www.artinfo.com.au/reviews/read/future-primitive (accessed January, 2016).
Australian curator Gina Fairley writes further on this in the exhibition Trans/portable
(Manila), 4 August - 2 September 2012. http://ginafairley.com/exhibitions/transportable-manila/
(accessed August, 2016).
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different materials or being present at different sites, but is in the experience of their
combinations, which seems to link more successfully to experiences of displacement,
and experiments in understanding distance and immediacy.
This ‘flow’ therefore, is still relevant to the development of my later research, and
supports the sharing of meaning and varying renditions that occur when materials hold
different experiences in different places, for instance, flour or mielie-meal, with its
references to land and place. However, it is possible to take these notions of portability
for granted, as in the car tests, or in terms of my use of video, light and the moving
image. I am mindful of what author Amelia Douglas emphasises, that “Video art in
particular is plagued by descriptions of artists as ‘explorers of technological flows’
whose practices are intended to ‘map’ a deterritorialised [sic] global empire” (2005,
1.1). This somewhat easy ‘flow of ideas’ that link mapping and perspectives such as the
digital “transparent horizon” (Douglas 2005, 1.2), forms a background layer to my
output, taken more literally in my filming of dashboard hula dolls and the video Drive,
She Said. More relevant though within a phenomenological methodology, is the
consideration of portability and ‘flow’ as a moment of translation, or network, as
discussed by Latour (1993, 3), accessed through the interaction of material and motion,
and as artist and researcher Clive Scott suggests, “a lived and living movement, which
demands to be expressed, to be embodied, to initiate an activity that further develops”
(2017, 2).
More significantly, as seen in the rutile box works and mirror projections, when light
from moving images of this very intervention is played back onto the object, in a
reflection ‘of its own making’ and embeds into sand that appears to be moving, there is
a possibility of a point of translation, at which movement and materials connect and
form new ways of perceiving objects with projection. In reference to the work of Lygia
Pape, this includes the possibility of a ‘transcendent’ experience for the viewer. With
particular reference to practice-based research and the mode of “experiential becoming”
(Scott 2017, 1), Clive Scott (leaning on Henri Bergson), raises issues of how to reestablish existential values in language (applied in this discussion to visual art). With
reference to my video objects, projected figurines and linking to migration, Scott
suggests that “Translation is not seen as a succession of finished states, of detached
texts, but as an incessant variation which passes through different versions in the
unfolding of its duration” (Scott 2017, 2). These variations include actual and illusory
movements and rhythms, discussed in Rickey’s text (1963, 221) and highlighted in both
the photographs as well as projection works.
In order to reaffirm the relevance of both photographs and video in my research into
portability, I would like to borrow Malpas’s argument that “Movement is possible in
both a single image and in a sequence of images” (Malpas 2014, 76). He continues in
discussion of the single photographic image and the cinematic image, that “in both
cases one can speak about a movement that belongs to the image, even though the
techniques and processes by which this is achieved are in each case different” (Malpas
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2014, 76). The still photographs are as much about narratives of portability as the video
projections.
In relation to my techniques and methods of production and presentation, a sub-question
I asked was how rudimentary methods of production and hand-crafted elements are
active participants in the contemporary experience of displacement in a predominantly
digital world. As I have noted with reference to theorists, including Oliver Grau, it is the
tactile element of hand-crafted objects and artefacts, such as the paper figurines, that is
of key importance to my practice. In alignment with artists William Kentridge and the
Brothers Quay, the materiality of the method and process is a key factor in the
production of my works.
The element of a dashboard figurehead character links to my personal background of
multiple migrations and movement, childhood memories and adult experiences, and
forms a dominant motif in my current context. My investigation of my portable world
sits firmly within aspects of phenomenology. While this interrogation of movement and
displacement is going on, to quote Katharine Brisbane in Summer of the Seventeenth
Doll, I am simultaneously “growing up and growing old and failing to grow up”
(Lawler 1978, ix).
Most significantly within my research I have questioned how the hybrid figurine of a
modified hula doll is central to the development of narratives of portability and the
portability of identity in particular. I use hulas, ballerinas and kewpies, at once
biographical and artificial, as metaphors for home and displacement. These synthetic
beings are powerful symbols for place, transformation and the portability of identity. In
terms of finding equivalents for the tactility of memories and histories, Jennifer Law
(2002), in discussing the works of Penny Siopis, notes that “Indeed, sometimes the
object is all we have left to hold on to” (8). It is this reference to the sense of direct
touch and memory that stimulates my handcrafted methods and returns me to Breton
and Cornell’s objects as beings that have lives of their own. However, in terms of my
investigation of narratives of portability, I would have to hope that this notion,
potentially weighed down by its own nostalgia, is not the finishing point for my works,
but is rather the catalyst for stimulating transformation and new possibilities of
experiencing objects and the moving image.
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Appendix: Installation View of the Submission Exhibition
GRAFT: Embodiments of Displacement, Webb Gallery, Queensland College of Art,
Grey Street Brisbane, QLD, 21 May - 1 June 2019.

Installation view: Fiona West. Twittering Machine II, 2017 (LHS); Gifting Distance 1, 2017 (RHS).
Photograph: Andrew Willis
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Installation view: Fiona West. Forever Gold, 2018 (LHS); Bombyx Mori: Silkworm series 1, 2019 (RHS).
Photograph: Andrew Willis

Installation view: Fiona West. Recharting Paradise: Float, 2019 (LHS); Rock on, Gold Dust Woman III,
2018 (RHS). Photograph: Andrew Willis
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Installation view: Fiona West. Bellyful, 2017-18 (LHS); Gifting Distance III, 2017 (RHS).
Photograph: Andrew Willis

Installation view: Fiona West. Gifting Distance II, 2017 (LHS); Rock on, Gold Dust Woman II, 2018
(RHS). Photograph: Andrew Willis
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Installation views: Fiona West. GRAFT: Embodiments of Displacement, 2019, Webb Gallery.
Detail: Joy Runs with Silken Twine. Photograph: Andrew Willis
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Installation view: Fiona West. The Paradise Feels, 2019. Photograph: Andrew Willis
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Installation view: Fiona West. The Paradise Feels (detail), 2019. Photograph: Andrew Willis
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Installation view: Fiona West. The Paradise Feels (detail), 2019. Photograph: Andrew Willis

Installation view: Fiona West. Twittering Machine II, 2017. Photograph: Andrew Willis
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Installation view: Fiona West. Forever Gold, 2018. Photograph: Andrew Willis

Installation view: Fiona West. Recharting Paradise: Float, 2019. Photograph: Andrew Willis
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Installation view: Fiona West. Gifting Distance 1, 2017. Photograph: Andrew Willis
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Installation view: Fiona West. Bombyx Mori: Silkworm series 1, 2019. Photograph: Andrew Willis
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Installation view: Fiona West. Gifting Distance III, 2017. Photograph: Andrew Willis
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Installation view: Fiona West. Rock on, Gold Dust Woman III, 2018. Photograph: Andrew Willis
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Installation view: Fiona West. Bellyful, 2017-18. Photograph: Andrew Willis
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Installation view: Fiona West. Space Pool, 2019. Photograph: Andrew Willis
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Installation view: Fiona West. Space Pool (detail), 2019. Photograph: Andrew Willis
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Installation view: Fiona West. Space Pool (detail), 2019. Photograph: Andrew Willis
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Installation view: Fiona West. Space Pool (detail), 2019. Photograph: Andrew Willis
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